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Abstract. Nowadays the anytime/anywhere/anyone paradigm is
becoming very important and new applications are being developed
in many contexts. The possibility of using applications along a wide
range of devices, networks, and protocols raises new problems related
to delivery of services. Current academic and industrial solutions try to
adapt services to the speciﬁc distribution channel, mainly by changing
the presentation of the service. In this paper, we reverse this perspective
by using adaptive strategies to try to adapt the delivery channel to
services as well. We present a possible architecture and focus our
attention on the use of reﬂective components in the adaptive process.
Using the reﬂection principle, we are able to evaluate the channel
constraints and the conditions in which the distribution channel is
working at a speciﬁc time. This information, built with service, user,
and context constraints, is used as input to adaptive strategies to
change the current channel characteristics, to new ones satisfying all
the requirements. If this kind of adaptation is not possible, we consider
the diﬀerent QoS levels oﬀered by the service and the user’s readiness
to accept a downgraded service provisioning.
Keywords: Adaptive information system, reﬂective architecture

1

Introduction

In the last years, the design and development of information systems have signiﬁcantly changed due to new network architectures and devices, which increase
the number of distribution channels available for delivering of information or
services. In the anytime/anywhere/anyone paradigm [18], a novel generation of
applications [9] modify themselves according to the change of context, or to speciﬁc application constraints; for example, adaptive hypermedia applications [5,1,
20] modify data presentation according to the speciﬁc client browser capability.
The goal of this paper is to present an architecture of a reﬂective adaptive system
and adaptation strategies at diﬀerent levels. First, we consider the possibility of
modifying the distribution channel by means of adaptive information systems
based on reﬂective architectures. The principle of reﬂection [10] is mainly studied in the programming language community and it consists in the possibility of
M.E. Orlowska et al. (Eds.): ICSOC 2003, LNCS 2910, pp. 115–131, 2003.
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system inspecting and adapting itself by using appropriate metadata. In [6,12],
the use of reﬂective architectures has been proposed as a new design principle
of middleware, but the adaptivity is in charge of applications only; other papers
[16,7] have considered the use of non-reﬂective adaptive channels, but they consider only the network as channel. Clearly adaptive distribution channels may
be also used with adaptive applications to create a novel generation of multichannel adaptive information systems. The middleware architecture we present
allows overcoming existing limitations of information systems by means of modiﬁcation of controllable components of distribution channels, identiﬁed through
their description, and according to the speciﬁc context and level of Quality of
Service (QoS) requested by users. The distribution channel delivers e-Services
in order to satisfy a given QoS. If the user-speciﬁed quality level cannot be satisﬁed then our strategies try to adapt the distribution channel to a reduced QoS
level still acceptable for the user. If the downgrading of QoS levels is still not
suﬃcient, then other alternatives to provide the service are considered according
to the users and service constraints.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the requirements of
a reference example used to show, throughout the paper, how our architecture is
able to adapt the distribution channel to deliver e-Services; Section 3 shows the
distribution channel model representing metadata used by the reﬂective architecture. In Section 4, we present the general architecture and then we describe
adaptive strategies in Section 5. Section 6 explains the adaptations functions
used in our strategies. Finally, Section 7 discusses the state of art of adaptive
information systems.

2

Reference Example

The reference example taken from the banking information system domain is
based on a service that “allow users, through Internet, to see in real time interviews with ﬁnancial analysts”. This activity requires the delivery of real time
videos along Internet, with some mandatory minimum requirements: the user
device must be audio enabled and due to the real time nature of the service
the channel bandwidth is also relevant. The information system has to negotiate
with the user a reasonable minimum channel bandwidth that s/he accepts to see
the video in an acceptable mode from her/his point of view.

3

Distribution Channel Model

The distribution channel model adopted in this paper deﬁnes the metadata
needed for adaptation functionalities. Developing our ﬁrst proposal in [13], we
specify this information at three diﬀerent levels of abstraction. The conceptual
level speciﬁes the general characteristics of service distribution; at logical level,
we characterize such general characteristics; at technological level, technical tuning parameters are speciﬁed.
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At each level, characteristics may be either observable or controllable, or
both, yielding diﬀerent levels of possible adaptation. In the following, we illustrate the three levels in detail.
3.1

Conceptual Model

We consider a conceptual distribution channel as an access point to a speciﬁc set
of information or execution services. This level corresponds to channel deﬁnitions
as they are viewed from the commercial point of view. For instance, a service
can be provided via web, via a call center, or using short messages. In the
description of distribution channels at conceptual level, a service can be viewed
as a functionality with a set of constraints. If requirements for invoking the
service on each channel on which it is provided, and for providing the results
of the service itself, are given, the service is well described for the distribution
channel.
At this level a distribution channel is deﬁned as:
– Set of services: each distribution channel supplies a speciﬁc set of services
– Technological features: each distribution channel has speciﬁc technological features characterizing the deﬁnition of channel.
Reference example. Within a banking information system, we consider the
Internet banking channel as the one requiring that customers interact with the
Bank information system by means of an Internet connection. Customers access
the Bank application (typically a web site) through a login/password mechanism. After the authentication phase, they may carry out services according to
their personal proﬁle. The technological constraints in this case require that the
provider provides the service through a web server, a http connection, and a
video-player plugged in the browser on the client side.
3.2

Logical Model

From the logical point of view, we characterize a distribution channel as composed of (see Fig.1):
–
–
–
–

The user device of application users,
The network interface through which the device is connected to the network,
The network used to transfer information,
The application protocols used by e-Services.

Each element composing the distribution channel is characterized by a number of attributes (e.g., device screen resolution or network topology). Each attribute is associated with a value, which can be numeric, as for example in the
case of the device weight, or a set of numbers, or a mathematical function, e.g.,
the graph function describing the network topology. The service delivery is affected by user requirements. To specify them, we introduce the concept of rating
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Fig. 1. UML speciﬁcation of logical distribution channel components

class, which associates qualitative values (e.g., “fast” or “slow”) to attributes in
a given application domain. Rating classes are deﬁned thanks to a measurement
scale applied on measurable attributes. The scale has to be at least ordinal,
but it can be also interval, ratio or absolute [15]. The rating classes are used
to describe QoS levels oﬀered by a given e-Service. An example of QoS levels
is shown in Fig.2, where the quality dimension “speed” is associated with three
diﬀerent quality level: “very high”, “high”, and “medium”. For each quality level
a minimum value is deﬁned.
<QualityLevels ServiceID="S1">
<Dimension name="speed">
<Level name="very high">
<LogicalAttribute name="Bandwidth">
<Condition type="greaterThan" unit="Kbps">512</Condition>
</LogicalAttribute>
</Level>
</Dimension>
<Dimension name="speed">
<Level name="high">
<LogicalAttribute name="Bandwidth">
<Condition type="greaterThan" unit="Kbps">150</Condition>
</LogicalAttribute>
</Level>
</Dimension>
<Dimension name="speed">
<Level name="medium">
<LogicalAttribute name="Bandwidth">
<Condition type="greaterThan" unit="Kbps">128</Condition>
</LogicalAttribute>
</Level>
</Dimension>
...
</QualityLevels>

Fig. 2. Example of QoS levels

Reference example. According to the business requirements of the banking
information system, we deﬁne the domain speciﬁc relevant attributes for all the
four components previously deﬁned.
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Table 1. The 5 tuples of Internet banking channel used in the examples

The ﬁrst element describing a distribution channel is the device on which
the end-user interacts. Within the ﬁnancial application domain, we consider as
relevant attributes for this component: the screen resolution and the number
of colors, which are relevant when the information system wants to send users
graphical information. Other key attributes are the audio support describing the
presence or absence of audio cards inside the device and the input device used by
customers; this attribute is relevant in the deﬁnition of the best interaction methods. The second component is the network interface representing the connection
between devices and transmission media. It is worth noting that a device can
access diﬀerent networks by means of diﬀerent interfaces; for example, a PC can
access the Internet via LAN through a network card or via PSTN by means of
an analogical modem. In the ﬁnancial context, we consider that the only relevant
attribute is the Transfer rate achievable by the speciﬁc interface.
The next component describing a distribution channel is the network. It
includes all physical structures, hardware components and protocols deﬁning a
network infrastructure. In this component, we include all protocols covering the
ﬁrst four levels of the ISO/OSI protocol stack. Within the bank information
system, we identify as relevant attributes for the network the transfer rate and
the security level that it oﬀers.
We also consider as a distribution channel component the set of application
protocols allowing users to interact with the information system. We identify two
interesting attributes: the security support and the standardization of the application protocol, which is an important feature for reusing existing application
parts.
3.3

Technological Model

From a technological point of view a distribution channel is deﬁned by a tuple of
speciﬁc instances of device, network interface, networks and application protocols. If a value does not exist we assume that it is null. At technological level, it
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is possible to deﬁne attributes as observable (e.g. device position), if a software
layer allows only showing their values to the information system; or controllable
(e.g. bandwidth or screen resolution), if it is also possible to modify them. It is
worth noting that a logical model can be instantiated with several tuples having
at least one common attribute value. For example the logical distribution channel Internet (described in Section 3.2) is composed of a set of tuples each one
characterized by the use of the HTTP as application protocol.
Reference example. An example of the technological model applied to Internet banking channel is shown in Table.1, where for each attribute and for each
tuple, we indicate if it is observable (O) or controllable (C ).

4

General Architecture

Fig.3 shows the general architecture and its relationships with clients and services. Three are the layers composing our architecture; they are:

E-Service composition platform
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Fig. 3. General architecture

– e-Service composition platform, which is in charge of receiving the client
request, selecting e-Service(s) satisfying it, and invoking the selected eService(s).
– Interaction enabling platform, which is the core of our architecture, because
it is in charge of collecting constraints from e-Services, clients and context,
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determining the QoS for each e-Service according to the client proﬁle and
selecting the best channel where the e-Service can be delivered.
– Reﬂective platform, which is in charge of adapting the selected distribution
channel according to the constraints obtained from the Interaction enabling
platform and monitoring if the distribution channel along which an e-Service
is delivering respects the QoS level chosen by user.
Our architecture interacts with the client, which can be a user or a software
agent, and with the e-Service. It is worth noting that the general architecture is
decentralized so it is possible that all components of each layer are distributed
over a number of hosts.
4.1

Constraints

In this paragraph we introduce the concept of technological constraints. They
are given by service and user, through local and global proﬁles, and by context,
and they are collected by Technological merger (see Fig.3), which sends them,
opportunely integrated, to the Reﬂective platform.
Let Tc be the set of Technological Constraints associated with a tuple.
Because there exist diﬀerent QoS levels that user might accept, there will
exist a set of Tc for each tuple. We indicate with ∆T this set of Tc .
Each element Tcji is deﬁned as
Tcji = vmini , vmaxi , attribute, component
where:
– the index i represents the tuple and the index j the instance of ∆T we are
considering;
– vmin and vmax are the minimum and the maximum of a mathematic function
(i.e. the media or the peak or simply the identity function) calculated for
each distribution channel attribute value;
– attribute and component are respectively the attribute and the component
where the constraint is deﬁned.
4.2

E-service Composition Platform

The ﬁrst layer of our architecture is in charge of receiving the client requests,
deﬁning the appropriate (set of) e-Service(s) satisfying them. The goal is obtained by analyzing the static description of the requested e-Services and the
functional and non-functional requirements of the client as described in [3]. The
e-Service composition platform selects the best e-Service, and requests the Interaction enabling platform to ﬁnd the best distribution channel. When the
distribution channel is selected, the e-Service composition platform invokes the
execution of the e-Service.
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Reference example. Let us assume that a user requests the video streaming
service about an interview of ﬁnancial analysts. He sends his request (through arc
(1) of Fig.3) to the Composition module, which queries the e-Service description
repository and gets the description of e-Service S1 only (arcs (2) and (3) of
Fig.3). The Composition module calls the Invocation module which passes to
the Logical channel manager, in the Interaction Enabling Platform, the request
of enabling the delivery of e-Service S1 (arc (5)).
4.3

Interaction Enabling Platform

The Interaction enabling platform collects all requirements from the client, the
e-Service and the distribution channel in order to manage service delivery on a
given distribution channel. The Logical channel manager module, according to
the description of the e-Service received from the Invocation module, selects a
technological distribution channel (that is, a given tuple). The QoS negotiator,
invoked by the Logical channel manager (arc (6)), requests the sub-set of the
local client proﬁle involved in the deﬁnition of QoS levels related to the given
e-Service. This information can be stored directly in the user device or in other
hosts if the device has a very small amount of memory. The QoS levels acceptable
for the end users are chosen among the ones available for the e-Service stored in
the Rating class repository of Fig.3 (arc (7)). These diﬀerent levels allow a ﬂexible QoS managing policy, by modeling diﬀerent satisfaction degrees for the client.
The Technological merger module receives inputs (arc (8) of Fig.3) from the QoS
negotiator, and non negotiable constraints from both client and service proﬁles.
We identify two kinds of constraints: logical and technological. The former are
related to logical features which do not refer to measurable attributes and they
have to be translated into constraints on technological attributes. An example
of logical attribute is the device graphical capability, which is the result of both
screen resolution and number of colors of a given device at technological level.
Technological constraints are related to technological attributes as described in
Section 4.1. Logical constraints, coming from both user and service proﬁle, are
ﬁrst translated into technological ones (by using appropriate Translator modules, which are diﬀerent for both client and service). The Technological merger
integrates all constraints by using the Merging rules repository and passes down
to the Reﬂective platform the result of its elaboration and QoS levels expressed
as sets of technological constraints, requesting to satisfy them.
Reference example. Continuing the example, the Logical channel manager
invokes the QoS negotiator by passing the description of e-Service S1. This
component ﬁnds in the Rating class repository the QoS levels shown in Fig.2.
In the example of Fig.2 the e-Service S1 is oﬀered at several diﬀerent QoS
levels about the channel speed (“Very high”, “high”, “medium”, etc.). The client
(through his local proﬁle) selects his best and worst acceptable level by deﬁning
a sorted sub set of QoS. They are then translated into technological constraints
before passing them to the Technological merger. The translation considers that
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channel bandwidth depends on both the transfer rate of the Network interface
and the Network. The Technological merger receives also another technological
constraint speciﬁed by the e-Service S1 requiring that the client device must
have the audio card turned on to allow user to listen to the interview. This
requirement is mandatory in order to deliver the e-Service; consequently it has
not been included in the deﬁnition of the QoS level.
Let n3, described in Table 1, be the tuple chosen by the Logical channel
manager. Let be

 0, 128kb/s for Transfer rate of Interface
0, 10M b/s for Transfer rate of Network

Of f, On for Audio of Device
the range of values in which the distribution channel we are considering can
work.
The Technological merger module generates the following constraints:


150kb/s, ∗, T ransf er rate, Interf ace


level 0 150kb/s, ∗, T ransf er rate, N etwork


On, On, Audio, Device


128kb/s, ∗, T ransf er rate, Interf ace


 level 1 128kb/s, ∗, T ransf er rate, N etwork
On, On, Audio, Device

where ∗ means that a maximum value is not given.
This output represents the two acceptable technological QoS levels for the
user. The chosen tuple and the set of technological QoS levels, that is the set of
technological constraints, are sent to the Reﬂective platform.
4.4

Reﬂective Platform

The central element of the Reﬂective platform is constituted by metadata, that
is, the description of distribution channels built by using the model shown in Section 3 and stored in the Channel description repository. The availability of this
characterization allows the platform to evaluate if constraints can be satisﬁed.
The Channel monitor module is in charge of measuring the current values
of the attributes describing the selected distribution channel. Its information is
used by the Channel adapter module, which ﬁrst evaluates if all constraints can
be satisﬁed for the tuple chosen by the upper layer from a hypothetical point
of view; that happens if the current working point of tuple satisﬁes constraints
or if it is possible to modify the distribution channel attributes values according to constraints. If there is the theoretical possibility of adaptation, then the
Channel manager module realizes the modiﬁcation of the distribution channel
by invoking the appropriate software components. If one or more attributes cannot be modiﬁed, for example because the network manager does not accept the
request of additional bandwidth, the Reﬂective platform reduces QoS levels and
tries to modify the current tuple according to the new values. The reduction of
QoS levels is executed also if there are no acceptable hypothetical solutions. If
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the Reﬂective platform does not satisfy the client request at least at the lower
level of the QoS assigned, then it advises the Logical channel manager module (arc 11 in Fig.3), which will select another tuple according to the e-Service
description. The Reﬂective platform has also the goal of monitoring and, if necessary, adapting tuples along which e-Services are delivering services. Finally
the Service context manager and the User context manager modules measure
the behavior of e-Services and users to build their global proﬁles (realized by
the Context manager module).

5

Adaptive Strategies

We consider that the adaptation of distribution channels to services means to
ﬁnd and, in case, modify, if it exits, a tuple satisfying all constraints.
Let a working point (W p) be the set of all attribute values carried out by
Channel Monitor in a given instant for the given tuple.

Wp=Get_current_n-uple_values
Consider another n-uple
(Logical adaptivity)

Service
Channel

YES

Supply service
is possible

NO

Dev
1

Net
Int
1

Net
1
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1
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2
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1
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3
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Net
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Fig. 4. Channel adaptivity
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level in

NO
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Fig. 5. Adaptive ﬂow-chart

Fig.4 shows the two strategies of adaptivity we consider; logical and technological, which are developed in sequence, in particular:
– The “Technological Adaptivity” represents the tuning phase on the single
tuple, i.e. the attempt to change some attributes of the given tuple to satisfy
constraints, and it is realized by the Reﬂective platform
– The “Logical Adaptivity” represents the possibility of using a diﬀerent tuple
of the same logical distribution channel, it is realized by the Interactive
enabling platform.
Fig.5 shows the ﬂow-chart of adaptive strategies mainly realized by the Channel
adapter module, while the concrete movement of working point is realized by the
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Channel manager and the selection of alternative tuples is in charge of the Interaction enabling platform. Hereafter we consider the “Technological Adaptivity”
only.
The V alidate() function evaluates if the current tuple working point satisﬁes
the conditions required by constraints. In this case the service is supplied along
the current tuple, otherwise the Adapt() function (see Section 6.2) proposes
an acceptable working point available for such tuple (W p∗ ). The new point is,
then, evaluated again by the V alidate() function. If it satisﬁes constraints then
the Channel manager module tries to change the current working point of the
selected tuple. If it is impossible to move the current tuple working point, due to
technical limitations or because W p∗ does not satisfy the constraints, then the
Channel adapter, by means of the Reduce level() function, tries to progressively
reduce QoS levels, according to the service and user requests, looking for an
existing QoS level satisfying them. After each invocation of the Reduce level()
function, the Adapt() function is invoked.
If technological adaptation fails, the information system, within the Interaction enabling platform, selects another tuple, QoS levels and constraints, and
the technological adaptive strategy starts again.
This iterative process ends when a tuple satisfying all constraints is found or
when no tuple can deliver the service. In this case the Logical channel manager
tries to use multichannel delivery strategies selecting an alternative delivery
channel, if possible, for the given e-Service.

6

Adaptive Functions

As shown before, adaptive strategies are executed in two phases: theoretical and
practical. For the theoretical study the Channel adapter module has to know
the channel structure. It obtains this information from the Channel description
repository. It is worth noting that the designer has to write some functions
deﬁning the relationship between two or more technological constraints of a
speciﬁc tuple to express them in a compatible way. These functions are named
Harmonize Functions as shown in Fig.3.
Following the direction of most recent literature [2], to adapt means looking
for an admissible solution minimizing the distance between service directive and
channel availability to maximizing the QoS. It is clear that this concept of QoS
is dynamic [17,14,19], because channel conditions vary both in time and space.
The Adapt() function realizes such algorithm, while the V alidate() function detects if the working point, current or proposed by the Adapt() function,
satisﬁes the constraints. In the next sections we explain more in depth these
functions.
6.1

Validate Function

The V alidate() function evaluates if current attribute values, that is, the current
working point, (W p), satisfy all constraints. Formally
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V alidate() : {A} → {[0, 1] ∈ N }
where A = Ao ∪ Ac  is the set of attributes composed by the union of
observable (Ao ) and controllable attributes (Ac ) of a given tuple. The result of
V alidate function is 1 if W p satisﬁes all constraints, it is 0 otherwise.
Let CA the hypercube formed by the union of theoretical available working points included between all vmin and all vmax carried out from Interaction
enabling platform and let CC the hypercube formed by all theoretical working
points of a given tuple; it results that acceptable solutions are those included in
the intersection of CA and CC .
Each edge hypercube CCi (resp. CAi ) of CC (resp. CA ) associated with the
generic attribute (i) is deﬁned as follows:

if constraints are like vimin , ∗, i, component

 [vimin ; ∞[

[vimin ; vimax ] if constraints are like vimin , vimax , i, component
if constraints are like ∗, vimax , i, component
[0; vimax ]



[0; ∞]
if there are no associated constraints
It is worth noting that an attribute domain can be discrete rather than continuous and all W p are included in CC .
The V alidate() function is deﬁned as follows:

1 if W p ∈ (CC ∩ CA )
V alidate(W p) |CA ,CC =
0 otherwise
A hypercube can have an inﬁnite extension along variables associated with constraints where vimax is not deﬁned. Moreover if an attribute allows only a value,
the hypercube loses one dimension.
According to the ﬂow-chart of Fig.5 the V alidate() function is also invoked
each time a new W p is proposed by the Adapt() function as shown in next
Section.
6.2

Adapt Function

The Adapt() function is used to move the current channel working point to CA
hypercube, that is, to a new one respecting the constraints requested from eService and user. Thus it receives as input a working point (W p) and return as
output another working point (W p∗ ).
Notice that Adapt() function does not change the working point, it only
detects if there exists a hypothetical point in the solution space where all constraints are satisﬁed. The result of function is:
W p∗ = Adapt(W p) |(CA ,CC ) = argmin( W p; CA )

The Adapt() function looks for a point in CC having the minimum distance from
CA .
Fig.6 shows a graphical representation of the Adapt() function by considering
only two continuous attributes. There exists an overlapping area between the two
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Fig. 7. Adapt() function behavior
when there exists an empty intersection

areas CA and CC ; consequently the Adapt() function will deﬁne a W p∗ as shown.
Conversely, Fig.7 shows the case in which there exists an empty intersection
between the two constraint sets. In this case the Adapt() function returns a
new W p∗ point, that is the best working point available for the current tuple,
however, using V alidate() functions the Channel adapter module will notice
that W p∗ does not satisfy constraints and thus it will try to relax one or more
constraints (that is to widen CA ) by using the Reduce Level() function described
in Section 6.3.
Reference example. Considering that the current tuples is n3, let CA be:

CA =

150kb/s, ∞ for Network
150kb/s, ∞ for Interface Network
On, On
for Audio

where values are related to the best QoS level chosen by user.
Let CC be the following:

CCn3 =

0kb/s, 128kb/s for Network
0kb/s, 128kb/s for Interface Network
Of f, On
for Audio

Let we suppose that the current working point is:
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Wp =

64 kb/s for Network
64 kb/s for Interface Network
On
for Audio

Calculating the V alidate() function on these values we obtain
V alidate(W p) |CA ,CC = 0
Then the Channel adapter module tries to adapt distribution channel by calculating the Adapt() function:

W p∗ = Adapt(W p) =

128 kb/s for Network
128 kb/s for Interface Network
On
for Audio

but the output of V alidate() is still the same
V alidate(W p∗ ) |CA ,CC = 0
6.3

Reduce level Function

Let ∆T be the ordered set of QoS levels acceptable for a given tuple by service
and user, generated by the Interaction enabling platform. Each QoS level is
composed by a set of constraints Tc (Section 4.1), that is diﬀerent levels may
have diﬀerent Tc . The Reduce level() function tries to downgrade the CA of
one level. This operation is strongly related to the tuple the Channel adapter
module is considering; so the function tries to relax attribute constraints that
are still not respected looking for closest downgrading level allowed for the tuple.
Formally:
Reduce level() : {CA } → {CA }
In particular
new
CA
= Reduce level(CA ) |∆T

It is hopefully that this new CA is formed by satisfable constraints for the
channel characteristic. The reduction process is progressive and it ends if no
other level is available or if an acceptable one exists.
Reference example. By continuing the reference example the Channel adapter
module controls if it is possible to provide a downgraded service. For this goal
it uses the Reduce level() function.

new
CA
= Reduce level(CA ) |∆T =

128Kb/s, ∞
128Kb/s, ∞
On, On
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Consequently, by remembering that

W p∗ =

we obtain
because

128 kb/s for Network
128 kb/s for Interface Network
On
for Audio

V alidate(W p∗ ) |CA ,CC = 1
(CC ∩ CA = ø) ∧ (W p∗ ∈ CC ∩ CA )

That is, the current working point is now acceptable and it is the same of
the lower bound asked after relaxation. We suppose that all the modiﬁcation of
attribute values are executed without failures; the e-Service provisioning can now
start (arc (12) in Fig.3) and it will be monitored by Channel monitor module in
order to respect the requested constraints during all the provisioning period.

7

Related Work

The ﬁeld of adaptive information systems is new and relatively unexplored. The
use of reﬂective architecture for mobile middleware is discussed in [12,4]; other
work [6] use the reﬂection principle to support the dynamic adaptation of applications. However, none of these papers mention the possibility to assign the task
of adaptation to the distribution channel instead of application; in our opinion,
our approach simpliﬁes the design and implementation of e-Services because
they do not have to realize adaptive behaviors.
The concept of dynamic service provisioning and dynamic QoS [19,14] involves
both channel and application issues; moreover the new wireless networks and
devices increase the complexity of solutions. Diﬀerent approaches are being developed; in [7,16] the possibility of adapting the network by maximizing the
network eﬃciency looking at its intrinsic parameters is investigated. In the same
direction other systems [2] try to consider features regarding users, but their
channel idea is simply the network and their adaptation process consider a simple user-proﬁle containing information about user preferences and past behavior.
Other approaches [1,20] try to adapt applications to the distribution channel;
they consider the channel as an only-observable system and try to adapt the
application to it; some systems put their attention above all on the presentation
of the information delivering on a channel; important examples of this approach
are deﬁned in the ﬁeld of adaptive hypermedia [8,5].
The enriched deﬁnition of distribution channel [13] distinguishes our approach from others, because we consider a distribution channel as a tuple of
four diﬀerent components and the network is only one of them, thus our approach is at a higher level of abstraction. Moreover our strategies try to adapt
the distribution channel before trying adaptive application strategy to supply at
least a downgraded service.
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Conclusion

In this paper we presented adaptive information systems to deliver e-Services
by means of reﬂective architectures. The use of reﬂection principle, obtained by
using a high level description of distribution channels, allow us to deﬁne adaptive strategies to modify the distribution channel itself (viewed as a tuple of
four diﬀerent components) to e-Services. Two levels of adaptability are considered: logical and technological. The former, realized in the Interaction enabling
platform, selects the tuple where the e-Service has to be delivered. The latter
strategy tries to modify the controllable attributes of current tuple to satisfy
constraints. If it is impossible to adapt the selected tuple, then the Interaction
enabling platform selects an alternative tuple. This is the ﬁrst proposal to design a new generation of multichannel adaptive information systems. We are now
studying more eﬃcient logical adaptive strategies in the selection of the tuple
where to deliver the service, and how to assign each architectural components
in a distributed information system; we are also evaluating how a service can
select another logical distribution channel. Another problem we are studying is
channel monitoring in mobile systems and adaptive networks.
Acknowledgments. This work has been developed within the Italian MURSTFIRB Project MAIS (Multi-channel Adaptive Information Systems) [11].
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